Swing Wall Sconce
This page lists the contents included in the box. Please
take time to identify the hardware as well as the individual
components of the product. As you unpack and prepare
for assembly, place the contents on a carpeted or padded
area to protect them from damage. Please follow the
assembly instructions closely. Improper assembly can
result in personal or property damage.

!
NOTE: We recommend that this fixture be installed by
a licensed electrican. If you are unsure about what
mounting method you should use, consult a qualified
professional or your local hardware store.

power drill
(for pilot holes only)

4 - screws

4 - plastic anchors

phillips head screwdriver

level

electrical tape
Made in China - r03

1 - 9 watt max CFL bulb
(INCLUDED)
OR
1 - 40 watt max type B
standard bulb
(NOT INCLUDED)
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1 - wall sconce
assembly
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Determine the location for the wall sconce. Using a level,
position wall sconce assembly and mark 4 hole positions on
the wall. Set wall sconce assembly aside. Drill a pilot hole in
the wall stud. If the wall stud is not available, drill a hole in
the wall that is slightly smaller in diameter than the anchor.
Insert 4 plastic anchors into holes. Gently tap plastic
anchors into the wall until the flange of the anchor is flush.

Align holes of wall sconce assembly with corresponding
anchors in wall. Insert 4 screws through wall sconce
assembly and into each plastic anchor as shown. Secure
each screw with a phillips head screwdriver.
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Important Safety Instructions:
This portable lamp has a polarized plug (one blade is wider
than the other) as a safety feature to reduce the risk of
electric shock. This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one
way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the
plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician.
Never use with an extension cord unless plug can be fully
inserted. Do not attempt to override this safety feature.
Cleaning and Care
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Dust
surfaces with a dry soft cloth. The matte black finish is
prone to scratch more easily than other finishes, please take
care when handling.

Insert 1- bulb (included) into socket. DO NOT EXCEED
SPECIFIED WATTAGE.
Installation is now complete.
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